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Make it count! - Make it function as a Twitter client in addition to being a Statuzer client in the way that it handles your Twitter stream. - Easily
share your stream directly from the application without any intermediary step. - Continually get more features. - Increase your action. Don't
worry! It's easy! - Best new, hottest, most useful social media tool on the market. A straight-forward, easy-to-use social media application. -

Automatically create category based lists. - Create groups. - Retweet. - You like me! We're friends. Now share those links. - And much more!
Multi-platform, multi-account, single and multi-columns AIR Twitter client with multimedia capabilities. Get Statuzer and give it a go to see just
how useful it can be! The software is still in development, so bugs may occur. You must be 13+ to download, save or even test this product. You

must be 13+ to download, save or even test this product. Multi-platform, multi-account, single and multi-columns AIR Twitter client with
multimedia capabilities. Get Statuzer and give it a go to see just how useful it can be! Statuzer Description: Make it count! - Make it function as
a Twitter client in addition to being a Statuzer client in the way that it handles your Twitter stream. - Easily share your stream directly from the

application without any intermediary step. - Continually get more features. - Increase your action. Don't worry! It's easy! - Best new, hottest,
most useful social media tool on the market. A straight-forward, easy-to-use social media application. - Automatically create category based

lists. - Create groups. - Retweet. - You like me! We're friends. Now share those links. - And much more! Multi-platform, multi-account, single
and multi-columns AIR Twitter client with multimedia capabilities. Get Statuzer and give it a go to see just how useful it can be! The software is

still in development, so bugs may occur. You must be 13+ to download, save or even test this product. You must be 13+ to download, save or
even test this product. Similar software shot
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Statuzer is a twitter client for multiple platforms that allows users to manage their twitter account from the one place. You can view full tweet
history, read, find, manage and delete tweets all from the same place. Choose between multiple account modes and desktop/mobile views

allowing for multi-platform usage and better usability. Key features of Statuzer: - Multi-platform - Multi-account - Syncs with desktop apps and
mobile clients - Compatible with a variety of different platforms - Supports Mobile and Desktop mode - Supports multiple window modes -

Designed to be minimalist and fast - Supports a variety of providers and accounts - Updates in real-time or you can schedule a check-in -
Supports multimedia and micro-blogging - Supports multiple columns - Clicking on twitter icon opens the client - One keystroke to open or

close client - Multiple accounts sync automatically from the same place - Flexible font and font size controls - View multiple column side-by-
side - View full tweets - View trending topics - Create, manage and search followers - View trending tweets - View frequent followees - View

direct messages - Manage multiple accounts in a simple and intuitive manner - Stunning minimalistic interface - Auto-hiding columns when not
in use - Tweets are cached locally for better performance - Support for desktop and mobile clients - Active homescreen widgets - Background
mode - Remove accounts functionality - Sync all accounts with mobile and desktop application - Built-in web browser - Notification settings -
Edit a single or all accounts - Sync multiple accounts when switching devices - Supports mobile clients like TweetSlate and Syrup 3 - Supports

desktop clients like TwitterBird and TweetClipper. Problems we are trying to solve with Statuzer: - Syncing multiple accounts is a problem.
With Statuzer you can manage all accounts from one place, by just checking in to the website, with no need to launch an application or use
multiple accounts. The problem we are trying to solve is syncing multiple accounts. - Managing different sources of tweets can be a pain.

Statuzer allows you to view tweets from multiple sources at the same time and even navigate to different sources with just a click. - Multi-
account support is a big problem for twitter clients. The convenience of managing multiple accounts from one place is one of the things that

makes twitter such a popular 09e8f5149f
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Toggle between multiple accounts. Display summary, updates and the full tweet. Display Tweets by Type. Display Images and Media URLs. Get
Twitter Cover and Images. Save lists and search. Slide panels to see full replies. Post Photos and Videos. Batch post from multiple accounts.
Perform full text searches. You can also get additional Twitter accounts, as well as pin-point the tweets of multiple people. Features: - SUPER
DETAILED INFO - TWITTER TRASH MANAGER - TWITTER SAVING - TWITTER POSTING - TWITTER PHOTO/VIDEO CAPTURE
- TWITTER POST RECORDING - TWITTER BATCH - TWITTER SETTINGS - SOCIAL SAVING - INTERNATIONAL ACCESS - NEXT
GENERATION TWITTER - DISPLAY TWITTER FILES - TWITTER TRACE - FULL TEXT SEARCH - TWITTER COVER - IMAGES
EXTRACTOR - IMAGE AND MEDIA EXTRACTOR - AUTO-SEND TO TWITTER - TWITTER DELAY-ADD - VIDEO ANIMATION -
ADD AND REMOVE CHARACTERS - TWITTER GALLERY - TWITTER FONTS - TWITTER UI CHANGING - UPDATE This is a
widget-based Twitter client for Android. You can get it from the Android Market. Features: - Simple UI for tweet and profile viewing - Post
tweets and reply to others - Pinch to zoom - Forward and back navigation - Follow to Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, Tumblr, and Twitter app -
Search Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram - Scroll to view Twitter screen and profile - Twitter Archive - Save tweets - Filters to sort tweets by
date, author, and topic - Auto notify tweets - Retweet tweets - Follow multiple accounts - Mark tweets as read, unread, starred, or favourite -
Change account name/theme - Reorder tweets - Customization via themes - Control tweet duration - Reorder tweets - Tweet wallpaper gallery -
Multitasking gestures to switch to another app - Access to Twitter Home timeline on redirections This is a widget-based Twitter client for
Android. You can get it from the

What's New In Statuzer?

Statuzer provides a beautiful, simple and easy to use interface to access all your twitter accounts from just one application. It provides a highly
customizable and dynamic layout, Twitter Cards, support of all the most modern and important new Twitter features (Mentions, geo location,
multi status, Favs, Follows and Retweets, RTs, mentioned retweets, DM/Messages). It will also support more different columns in the future.
Also, with Statuzer, it’s possible to use multiple accounts in a single application, for example, one twitter account for private contacts and one for
business accounts. Please see the Screenshots and Screenshots (separated in 3 categories) and see some FAQ’s. You will have a screenshot of
how it looks by default and by selecting the “Contacts –Business” option to check the business option. It will look exactly like this: Check the
FAQ’s section, to see a more detailed description of what can be customized to your liking. Features: • Multitasking support • Translations in
various languages • Supports Twitter API 1.1 and Twitter API 1.0 • Supports Twitter OAUTH 1.0 and OAUTH 2.0 • Supports RTs, Retweets,
mentions, DM, Faves, Follows and Mentioned Retweets. • Tweets can be filtered by Hashtags, Keywords, Tweets with Mentions, Tweets with
Retweets, Tweets with Faves, Tweets with @replies and more. • Display Tweets in up to three columns, you can include up to ten columns in a
single screen. • You can also display the date of the retweeted Tweet, the date the original Tweet was posted, the number of times this Tweet was
liked and the number of times this Tweet was retweeted. • Shows Twitter favourites (Favs) and Follows, mentions and feeds. • View
conversations within a range of up to 20. You can view 10 by default. • Tweet Mentions and RT Mentions. • Viewing a list of the most recent
people who have favorited, followed, followed you, mentioned you, retweeted you. • Viewing a list of people you are following and tweets from
those users. • Retweet Tweet Mentions and RT Mentions. • View tweeting activity from up to three
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System Requirements:

* At least Windows 7 * At least 512 MB RAM * At least 3.5 GB of free space on the disk * Intel Core i3 or later * Intel Core i5 or later * Intel
Core i7 or later * AMD Ryzen or later * ATI RADEON HD 2000 or later * NVIDIA GTX 460 or later * AMD RADEON HD 3200 or later *
NVIDIA GTX 570 or later * NVIDIA GTX 1070
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